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qwuzxif nightshirts Men's Pajamas, Room Wear, Thick, Double Sided Brushed, Soft Texture, Thermal Material, Ultra Thin Fiber, Long Sleeve, Loose

Launch time: December 01, 2020

Product Code: qwuzxif

Availability: In Stock

     

$28.88 
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Material: Polyester (brushed on both sides)

Material: Made with highly breathable and moisture wicking material that provides a comfortable feel and feel. Anti-static electricity and safe for sensitive skin. It is not too thin or too thick. It is made of cotton that is not too thin or too

thick.

Design: The elastic waist has a good elasticity, and is comfortable to wear, and is light to wear. Comes with a pants pocket for convenient storage of small items.

(Fleece Like Material) The front and inside are made of fleece-like fabric, so these pajamas are warm and warm. Recommended for winter, but it can be used during the change of autumn and winter to spring seasons or during the chilly

season, so you can use this pajamas as a convenient one.

(Gift Item) It is full of love and is perfect for two lovers to enjoy. Also recommended as a gift for your family or best friend. Of course, it's also convenient for hotels and travels. These stylish pajamas will never get tired of gifts.

(When using) This knit quilt is highly elastic that allows you to toss and turn while sleeping, and it does not hinder movement during the day. Although it is thick fabric, it has excellent elasticity, and is soft to wear for a long time.

OVERALL RATING 0      

There are no reviews for this product.
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